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Licence 2, connect and collaborate

Some of the best things happen around a table. Spark an idea. Put forward a  

new perspective. Solve a problem. Take your seat at the table. Whether it is formal 

or casual, fixed or mobile, for large groups or small teams, Licence 2 provides an 

extensive range of options to bring people together.  

Table shown in White Chocolate (WHCHP) laminate. Priority seating shown in Prescott, Zinc (PC02) and Ebony (PC60) leather.



Find ways for small teams to share ideas

(Left) Kadin table shown in Winter Cherry (WCRHP) laminate with Chrome legs. 
 Storage shown in Winter Cherry (WCRLP) laminate. Priority seating shown in Terrace, 
Flirt (TC73) fabric. (Above) Collaborative table shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJHP) 
laminate. Solar stools shown in Midnight (MDN) mesh and Alabaster (ABR) frame.

Casual meeting and huddle areas. Create refined, yet comfortable 

places for small groups to meet and collaborate in open or private 

settings. Harness technology and support teamwork both in-person 

and remotely. Collaborative tables are freestanding and can be used 

in open areas or against walls.



Bring everyone together around the table

Boardrooms and meeting rooms. Personalize quickly, easily and cost-effectively to  

get the exact look you want. Integrated power and data management supports 

technology seamlessly in your space. 

Table shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJHP) laminate. Priority seating shown in Prescott, Zinc (PC02) and Ebony (PC60) leather.



(Above) Tables shown in Designer White (DWTHP) laminate with Tungsten (TUN) base. Duet seating in Glass Sea (SEG) 
and Caribbean Surf (CRS). (Right) Collaborative tables shown Absolute Acajou (ACJHP) laminate. Square and D shaped 
tables shown in Designer White (DWTHP). Duet seating in Ivory Clouds (IVC). Venture seating Terrace, Bluebell (TC65) 
and Apple (TC66) backs with Terrace, Lotus (TC60) seats.

Cafés and lounges. Support impromptu meetings and places to socialize comfortably 

and conveniently. A wide range of top shapes, base options, finishes, sizes and heights 

can be combined to suit any space or look.

Create opportunities to socialize casually



Enable spaces to multitask

(Left) Flip top tables shown in Winter Cherry (WCRHP) laminate. Solar seating 
shown in Midnight (MDN) mesh and Alabaster (ABR) frame. (Above) Tables 
shown in Winter Cherry (WCRHP) laminate with frosted modesty panels. Solar 
seating shown in Midnight (MDN) mesh and Alabaster (ABR) frame.

Training, project and multi-purpose spaces. Foster creativity by 

providing areas to work beyond a desk. Create dedicated spaces for 

training or long-term, project-focused work to support all the places 

and ways that people learn and collaborate.
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Cover: Collaborative tables shown Absolute Acajou (ACJHP) laminate. Square tables shown in Designer White (DWTHP).
Duet seating in Ivory Clouds (IVC). Venture seating Terrace, Apple (TC66) back with Terrace, Lotus (TC60) seat.

 

TELRR Panel base with anodized aluminum 
radius corner detail

LLT “T” Table leg with bullnose endTTFLT Flat bar “T” column base

TTFLTX Flat bar “X” column base  LL4S 4-star table leg with bullnose end

LEL Elliptical base with ribbed aluminum (BA) 
or PVC (B) ends

LR Rectangular laminate base

TELBR Rectangular base with rectangular 
anodized aluminum corner

TTFD Flat disk column base

TTSQ Flat square column base

TRUM Trumpet column base

BHML  
3" Monoleg

LATBL  
Tapered leg

LLSQ Square 
post leg
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